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Identifying the Express Terms: 

 
Written Terms and the Effect of Signatures: 
The General Rule: 

• General Rule – person who signs contractual document bound by terms in 
document regardless of whether read or understood terms (L’Estrange v 
Graucob). 

• “Where there is no suggested vitiating elements, and no claim for equitable to 
statutory relief, person who signs document known by person to contain 
contractual terms, and to affect legal relations, bound by those terms and 
immaterial whether read document” (Toll (FGCT) Pty Ltd v Alphapharm Pty Ltd). 

Circumstances in which the Effect of a Signature may be Avoided: 
• Misrepresentation: 

§ Signature rule in L’Estrange doesn’t apply where contents of document 
signed have been misrepresented, where plea of non est factum would 
apply or where equitable grounds for setting aside contract (Toll (FGCT)). 

§ Cases where one party has been misled about nature or extent of 
contractual terms, general signature rule does not apply and term in 
question not binding (Curtis v Chemical Cleaning and Dyeing Co). 

§ Scope for arguing that signature rule does not apply in particular case to 
bind party signing contract containing unusual terms on basis of 
misrepresentation very narrow, only viable in extraordinary circumstances 
and may have to be element of concealment (Toll (FGCT)). 

• Non-Contractual Documents: 
§ Rule will not apply where document in question could not reasonably be 

considered a contractual document (L’Estrange). 
§ This is because rule applies to contractual documents i.e. document known 

to contain contract terms and intended to affect legal relations. 
§ Person not bound by signing document reasonably appearing to be 

timesheet (Gragan) or a receipt/voucher (Chapleton). 
 
Incorporation of Terms by Notice: 

• Adequate notice given before contract is made makes terms binding on both 
parties, even though no document signed. 

• Notice often given through delivering documents containing terms or displaying 
notice containing terms. 

• Whether terms incorporated into contract by notice depends on two issues: 
1. Whether terms available to party to be bound before contract formed. 
2. Whether reasonable steps taken to bring terms to notice of party to be 

bound by those terms. 



Time at which Terms are Available: 
• Only terms made available in timely manner can be incorporated into contract 

(Oceanic Sun Line Special Shipping Co Inc. v Foy). 
• Terms given by notice after contract already formed are not binding (eBay 

International AG v Creative Festival Entertainment Pty Ltd). 
Knowledge or Notice: 

• Party to be bound must either have actual knowledge of terms have been given 
reasonable notice of terms (Thornton v Shoe Lane Parking). 

• Knowledge: 
§ Party who knows delivered document or sign displayed before or at time 

contract made contains contractual terms will be bound by those terms, 
regardless of whether read them (Parker v South Eastern Railway). 

• Reasonable Notice: 
§ Contractual Documents: 

o If delivered or displayed document one that reasonable person 
would expect to contain terms of contract, mere presentation of 
document will be sufficient notice of terms in document to ensure 
binding (Parker v South Eastern Railway). 

§ Non-Contractual Documents: 
o Where delivered or displayed terms not contained in document 

regarded as contract, party seeking to incorporate terms must take 
reasonable steps to bring terms to notice of party to be bound 
(Causer v Brown). 

§ What amounts to Reasonable Notice? 
o General principle is that notice must be in such form that likely to 

come to attention of party to be bound (Thornton). 
o Will depend on circumstances of the case (Interfoto Picture Library). 
o In Thornton, conditions to be incorporated by notice could not be 

seen from entrance to carpark or place where ticket issued so not 
binding. 

§ Reference to terms not readily available: 
o Where party seeking to incorporate terms contained in another 

document in circumstances where that document not immediately 
available, unlikely to satisfy requirement of reasonable notice 
(Baltic Shipping Co). 

o In Baltic, tried to incorporate terms into ticket that were available 
to passengers at office of cruise provider prior to purchase of ticket. 
Stated that it “scarcely amounted to sufficient compliance with 
appellant’s responsibility to bring unusual conditions at least to 
notice of passengers”. 

• Unusual terms: 
§ Where terms sought to be brought into contract unusual/unexpected in 

context of transaction, party looking to incorporate must make extra 
efforts in giving notice of those terms. 

§ Notice must be such as will “fairly and reasonably bring terms to attention 
of party to be bound” (Thornton). 



Incorporation of Terms by a Course of Dealings: 

• Where parties have had history of dealings, contractual terms introduced in earlier 
transactions may be incorporated into subsequent contract even though ordinary 
requirements of incorporation of terms not met. 

• Justification will be that party to be bound has, by continuing to deal with party 
seeking to impose terms, evidenced a willingness to be bound by the terms (Henry 
Kendall & Sons v William Lillico & Sons Ltd). 

• Idea that because have transacted with company on many occasion before means 
party to be bound must have known terms further supported by (Balmain New 
Ferry Co). 

• Requirement for regularity and uniformity: 
§ Course of dealings must have been regular and uniform to incorporate 

term (Henry Kendall). 
§ Document being relied on in previous transactions must have been a 

contract (La Rosa v Nudrill). 

Statements made during Negotiations:  

• Refers to statements made by parties about matters relating to proposed 
agreement. 

• Entire Agreement Clauses: 
§ An entire agreement clause is a term stating that the written contract 

document contains the “entire agreement” and no other “extrinsic” 
statements are to be treated as incorporated into contract (Intrepreneur 
Pub Co v East Crown). 

§ Usually taken as conclusive in Australia. 
§ Normally means that any statements made during negotiations or other 

extrinsic materials do not form part of written contract (Hope v RCA 
Photophone of Australia). 

§ Do not stop implication of terms (Hart v McDonald). 
§ Can be deemed as unfair terms under ACL if in standard form contracts. 

• Parol Evidence Rule: 
§ Parol evidence rule limits extrinsic evidence (evidence outside written 

contract), that may be brought to add to or vary terms of the written 
contract. 

§ “If contract reduced to writing, verbal evidence not allowed to be given of 
what passed between parties either before or during preparation of 
document, as to add to, subtract from or vary written contract” (Goss v 
Lord Nugent). 

§ Considered to have two parts: 
1. Rule prevents extrinsic evidence being given to add to, vary or 

contradict terms of contract as appear in written document. 
2. Rule limits evidence that can be given to explain meaning of terms 

of written contract. 



§ Can extrinsic evidence be used to determine whether contract wholly in 
writing? 

o Parol evidence rule only applies to exclude extrinsic evidence of 
terms supplementing written contract where wholly in writing 
(Hoyts Pty Ltd). 

o Evidence not excluded if contract only partly in writing. 
§ Two Approaches to the use of Extrinsic Evidence in Assessing whether 

Written Contractual Document is Entirely in Writing: 
1. Stricter Approach: 

v Accords primacy to written document that appears prima 
facie to be completed record of parties’ contract (LG Thorne 
& Co). 

v Extrinsic evidence not admissible to add to or, vary or 
contradict terms in written document. 

2. Flexible Approach (preferred method): 
v Greater emphasis on ascertaining presumed intentions of 

parties. 
v Parole evidence rule has no application until determined 

parties intended written document to contain all terms of 
contract i.e. contract wholly in writing (State Rail Authority 
of NSW v Heath Outdoor Pty Ltd). 

v Extrinsic evidence can therefore be admitted to establish 
whether parties intended document to be exclusive record 
of agreement or whether parties intended it to be 
supplemented by statements made during negotiation. 

§ Circumstances where the Parol Evidence Rule has No Application: 
o Collateral Contract: 

v Parole evidence rule as no application where parties have 
entered a collateral contract.  

o Estoppel: 
v Parole evidence rule does not apply to estoppel as it is a 

part of equity which isn’t affected by common law (Saleh v 
Romanous). 

When is a Statement a Term of the Contract? 

• After overcoming parol evidence rule, party seeking to show statement made in 
negotiations forms term of contract must establish statement intended to be 
contractually binding. 

• Two stages of argument: 
§ Whether extrinsic evidence of term supplementing written contract be 

admitted. 
§ Whether evidence establishes existence of term being alleged. 

• Intention for statement to be term judged objectively, courts will assess whether 
person in circumstances of parties would reasonably have considered statement 
to be contractual promise (Oscar Chess Ltd v Williams). 

• Depends on their conduct, words and behaviour (Oscar Chess Ltd). 



• Existence of a Formal Written Contract: 
§ Having written contract normally suggests that any statements made by 

parties in negotiation not included in written contract not intended to be 
part of contract as otherwise would have been included. 

§ Inference stronger where alleged oral terms inconsistent with those 
contained in written document (Equuscorp Pty Ltd v Glengallan 
Investments Pty Ltd). 

§ “The oral limited recourse terms alleged by the respondents contradict the 
terms of the written loan agreement. If there was an earlier, oral 
consensus, it was discharged and parties’ agreement recorded in writing 
executed” (Equuscorp). 

§ Importance of the Statement: 
o Statement that in the circumstances shown to be highlight 

significant or important to one party’s decision to enter transaction 
is more likely to be regarded as promise than statement of lesser 
significance (Van den Esschert v Chappell). 

§ The Words Used: 
o Statement more likely to be considered promise where party uses 

words such as promise or guarantee which suggest promissory 
intent. 

o Where party making statement uses words that indicate merely 
expressing opinion or hypothesis, more likely to be mere 
representation (JJ Savage). 

§ Relative Expertise of Parties: 
o Statement made by party with expertise to inexperienced person 

more likely to be promissory. 
o Less likely to be promissory where party making statement is 

inexperienced or has lack of knowledge (Oscar Chess Ltd). 
o If one party alone has relevant information which is objectively 

important to other party, likely to be promissory (Smythe v 
Thomas). 

• Other Doctrines giving effect to Statements Made during Negotiations: 
§ Collateral Contracts: 

o Name given to contract made when one party makes a promise, 
connected to but independent of main contract, and as 
consideration for that promise, other party agrees to enter main 
contract (Heilbut Symons). 

o For pre-contractual statement to be collateral contract it must: 
v Be promissory and not merely representational (JJ Savage). 
v Intended to induce entry into contract (JJ Savage). 
v Consistent with terms of main contract (Hoyts Pty Ltd). 

Ø While collateral contract may add to main contract, 
must not alter its provisions. 

 
 
 
 



Construing the Express Terms: 
 

Construction: 
• Process through which courts determine meaning and legal effect of terms (Life 

Insurance Co of Australia). 
• Courts aim to identify intention of parties by reference to “what a reasonable 

person having all background knowledge which would have been available to 
parties would have understood them to be using the language in contract to 
mean” (Chartbrook Ltd). 

• Meaning of words assessed by reference to: 
§ Natural and ordinary meaning of term/clause in question. 
§ Any other relevant provisions of contract. 
§ Overall purpose of clause and contract. 
§ Facts and circumstances known or assumed by parties at time document 

executed (to extent admissible). 
§ Commercial common sense. 
§ Disregarding subjective evidence of parties’ intentions (Arnold v Britton). 

 
Parol Evidence Rule in Construction: 

• Evidence Excluded: 
§ PER excludes extrinsic evidence to contract in writing from being used to 

explain its meaning. 
• Evidence of Surrounding Circumstances: 

§ Surrounding circumstances can refer to “genesis of transaction, the 
background, the context and the market in which the parties operate”, 
particularly in commercial transactions (Reardon Smith Line). 

§ “True rule is that evidence of surrounding circumstances is admissible to 
assist in interpretation of contract if language is ambiguous or susceptible 
of more than one meaning” (Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd). 

§ “Ordinarily, process of construction possible by reference to contract 
alone. If expression in contract is unambiguous or susceptible of only one 
meaning, evidence of surrounding circumstances cannot be adduced to 
contradict it plain meaning” (Mount Bruce Mining Pty Ltd). 

§ Surrounding circumstances does not include subjective intentions of 
parties (Life Insurance Co of Australia). 

§ Evidence of prior negotiations admissible to “establish objective 
background facts which were known to both parties and subject matter of 
contract” (Codelfa). 

§ Evidence of surrounding circumstances cannot be used to depart from the 
ordinary meaning of the words used by the parties merely because the 
court regards the result as inconvenient or unjust (McGrath v Sturesteps). 

 
 
 
 



Process of Construction: 
• Objective Approach: 

§ Court aims to give effect of parties’ intentions through construction, but 
these intentions are to be determined objectively and primarily on basis of 
words used in contract (Pacific Carriers Ltd v BNP Paribas). 

§ Need to consider meaning reasonable person would give to contract. 
 
Construing Exclusion Clauses: 

• Exclusion clauses aim to reduce or exclude a party’s liability for conduct that 
would otherwise be in breach of contract or constitute a tort such as negligence. 

• Exclusion clauses in contracts for supply of goods and services by traders to 
consumers regulated under ACL. 

• 3 questions under common law to determine if exclusion clause applies: 
§ Must be considered whether exclusion clause properly incorporated into 

contract (as per earlier identification of express terms). 
§ Must be considered whether person seeking to rely on protection of clause 

was a party to the contract. 
§ Must be determined whether as a matter of construction, clause applies to 

exclude or reduce liability to dispute. 
• Does the Clause apply to Exclude or Reduce the Liability in the Dispute? 

§ Ordinary Principles of Construction and Contra Proferentem: 
o Meaning and effect of exclusion clause to be determined by 

ordinary processes of construction (Insight Vacations Pty Ltd). 
o To be construed “according to its natural meaning, read in light of 

contract as a whole, thereby giving due weight to the context in 
which the clause appears including nature and object of contract” 
(Darlington Futures Ltd). 

o In cases of ambiguity, exclusion clause is to be construed contra 
proferentem (Darlington Futures Ltd). 

o Means that where clause capable of more than one meaning after 
construction, clause to be construed strictly against interest of 
party seeking to rely on it. 

• Negligence: 
§ “Inherently improbable that one party to a contract should intend to 

absolve other party from consequences of his own negligence” (Gillespie 
Bros & Co Ltd). 

§ “Clear words are necessary to exclude liability for negligence”. 
§ As scope of exclusion clause to be determined by construing according to 

ordinary meaning, clauses expressed in expansive language such as 
‘excluding liability for losses howsoever caused’ may be sufficient to 
exclude liability for negligence. 

§ If negligence only basis on which a plaintiff may be liable, general words 
are likely to be sufficient to exclude liability for such negligence (Davis v 
Pearce Parking Station). 

 
 



Implied Terms: 
 

Terms Implied in Fact: 
• Terms implied in fact are terms that are tailored, and therefore unique, to the 

contract in question. 
• Traditionally said to be based on presumed intentions of parties (BP Refinery). 
• The tests outlined in the BP Refinery case are the approved method of 

determining if terms are implied by fact: 
§ Reasonable and Equitable: 

o Term should be reasonable and equitable. 
o A term that, although beneficial to one party, imposes a significant 

detriment or burden on the other is unlikely to be reasonable and 
equitable. 

§ Business Efficacy: 
o Term implied in fact must be necessary to give business efficacy to 

contract. 
o Understood as asking whether proposed term needed to enable 

contract to operate in businesslike manner. 
o “A term needed to make the agreement work, or conversely, to 

avoid an unworkable situation” (Sekisui Rib Loc Australia). 
§ Obviousness: 

o The term must be “so obvious that it goes without saying” 
(Shirlaw). 

§ Clarity: 
o Term must be capable of being expressed in a clear or precise 

manner. 
o “Width and lack of precision of such a condition is an argument 

against implying it” (Ansett Transport Industries). 
§ Consistency: 

o The implied term needs to be consistent with the express terms of 
the contract. 

 
Terms Implied in Law: 

• Terms implied in law are terms implied in all contracts of a particular class or 
description (BP Refinery). 

• Not based on intentions of parties (Breen) but on considerations of policy 
(Simonius Vischer & Co). 

• Traditional examples: 
§ Reasonable fitness and merchantable quality on contract for sale of goods. 
§ Rule that payment and delivery of goods are concurrent conditions. 

• Requirements of Implying Terms in Law for the First Time: 
§ Firstly, term must be applicable to definable class of contractual 

relationship (Scally v Southern Health and Social Services Board). 
 



§ Secondly, term must be suitable for it to be recognised as implied in all 
contracts of that class. Following test for necessity used to determine this 
(Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd): 

o Requirement of necessity reflects concern of courts that, unless 
such a term be implied, enjoyment of rights conferred by contract 
would or could be rendered nugatory, worthless, or perhaps be 
seriously undermined. 

 
Terms Implied by Custom: 

• Term may be implied on basis of custom or usage in a particular market or 
context. 

• Basis for implication is that where a custom is “well known and acquiesced in”, 
then “everyone making a contract in that situation can reasonably be presumed to 
have imported that term into the contract” (Con-Stan Industries of Australia). 

• Con-Stan Industries outlined following principles for implying term on basis of 
custom: 

§ Existence of custom or usage that will justify implication of term into a 
contract is a question of fact. 

§ Need not be “universally accepted”, there must be evidence that custom 
relied on so well-known and acquiesced in that everyone making contract 
in that situation can be reasonably presumed to have imported term into 
contract. 

§ Term not implied into contract on basis of custom where contrary to 
express terms of agreement. 

§ Person may be bound by custom notwithstanding fact that he or she had 
no knowledge of it. 

• Principles are strict and there are few examples of terms implied by custom. 
 

Frustration: 
 

An Excuse for Non-Performance: 
• Doctrine of frustration provide an excuse for non-performance in the occurrence 

of a disruptive event of such catastrophic proportions that it goes well beyond 
what the parties could have anticipated at time of making contract. 

 
When is a Contract Frustrated? 

• Frustration occurs whenever law recognises that without default of either party a 
contractual obligation has become incapable of being performed because 
circumstances in which performance called for would render it a thing radically 
different from that which was undertaken by contract (Codelfa). 

• Need to consider whether contract made wide enough to apply to new 
circumstances (Davis Contractors). 

• Encompasses cases where performance impossible (Taylor v Caldwell) and where 
future performance rendered commercially unfeasible (Codelfa). 

 


